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ABSOLUTE POLARIZATION STANDARDS AT MEDIUM AND HIGH ENERGIES

M. W. PkNaughton
Los Almos Scientific Laboratory, Los Almos, N?!87545

10 INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the easiest of all nuclear physics experiments is the
measurement of a polarization asynmetry. In such measurements, the
error is usually determined only by counting statistics. The
normalization of the measurement to obtain the analyzing pwer A
requires an absolute knowledge of the bean polarization P (A =
e/Pj, or comparison with a known standard analyzing power
A2 (Al/cl = Atie2).

Such calibration standards can be hard to find. A careful
literature search often reveals a long chain of relative
measurements (sometimes with Incorrmt error propagation since
normalization errors are often obscure) , while a simple absolute
experiment often normalizes a large variety of relative
measurements.

lhe talk on this subject at Zurich) concentrated on lower
energy experiments. This talk will concentrate on mediun and
higher energies. Many of the same techniques are applicable. I
shall divide the techni~ues into four categories: tbuble
scattering, polarized target methods, plarized source methods, and
theoretical methods.

Proton-proton elastic scattering near the maximum (17C lab)
has beccxne the main secondary standard for intercalibration betwen
different laboratories and methods. The reasons for this choice
are: The analyzjng power is high (X.5) at inhrmediate energies;
the broad maximwn rmains near 17° lab thro~hout the energy range;
the signal is clean; proton beam and targets (e.g., polarized, CHz
and LHi) are available; and the reaction has intrinsic physics
interest. Recent data at intermediate energies for pp + pp ne?”
17° lab are shown in Fig. 1.

II. lXN_JEILESCATTERING

ThG double-scatterlnp, method depen?s on tl)e far! that the
polarization P produced by the scattering of .arlun~larized be~n
and target is equal to the ~alyzine, power A of the reciprocal
reaction. me final asymmetry Is measured: e = PA = P2,

It is r~re to find an experiment where the tw reactions are
exact reciprocals. In a technique sugfiested by Barschall- and

J deuterons of 37 MeVperftmrd at the Crocker Cyrletron at Davis,
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bombarded a tritiun target: ~ + t + fi+ a. The 50 ~H:Va :e:t:o:s
were then colltiated at 2!3.7° onto a heliun tdrget: .
The center of mass angles and energies are equal only for one
choice of angle, and it is a fortunate coincidence that the
analyzing power for this case was large.

In the case of elastic scattering, the energy of the seco~d
scattering is less than the first, and except for heavy targets and
forward angles, this is a significant problm.

For exmple, in a recent series of pp + pp double scattering,4
a single measurement gave el = P1(E1) P2(E~) at tm separate lab
energies El, Ez. A second measurement gave ez = P2(Ez) PJ(E3), and
so on, but the nunber of unknowns always re’nain~ one more than the
nunber of equations.

‘This underdetermination can be resolved by some assumption
about the energy dependence (e.g., P1/Pz = Pz/P? would be a very
simple assumption). It was in fact resolved by reference to ar,
ener~ dependent phaseshifi analysis,5 resulting in a convincing;
set nf 1.5% calibration pints (Fig. 1).

A single absolute calibration] pint at one energy could be
use+ to resolve this problm. In this case, however, deErading the
bem to different ene?gies wuld exten~ the calibration to new
ene-gies more directly. (Investiga’:ions at SINb showed co evidencp
for depola~ization in the degrade’- at the 1.57 level.)

A variety of tricks are often use:! L> overcome the enerEy
difference between the two scatters. In a recent experiment at
Kyoto,7 the ratio Pi/Pz was measwd by passinp the same bezm
thro~h the tm polarimeters (PI and Pz) in series and degradinfl
the bean ene?gy in between.

Alternatively, an energy degraler between the first and second
scatters can rduce the energy to EJ (e.g., see Ref. 8), Three
asymmetry measurements can then be made to Rive three equations and
three unknowns: el = PIPL, e~ = P/Pj, e~ = PIFJ.

Al on~, anala ous lines a
i

set of ralated scatters has been
performd at SIN. I hope I may be forp,iven for simplifying this
rather Involved set of measurements. Fi?,ure 2 illu trates the
basic principle, P is the bem piarization and AH, *? are the
analyzing p3wers for hydrogen and carbon, In each of the th~ee
cases (Fig. Za,b,c) the asy’nmetry measures a different product, of
the three unknowns. The three equations them determine the ttree
unknowns.

In fact, the SIN experiment did not use unpola~’lzed beam, but
spin up and spin down data is in principle equivalent.
Furthermore, corrections had to be included for the different
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energies at the Ac vertex in sketches b and c. Inelastic
scattering !Yom hylrogen was also a problem, which was resolved by
tim~of-flight. lhese and other comDl ications oersuadd them to
feed all the data into a grand mintiization

P I

I

I

Ac

l-l’) e~ ‘q

r

scheme.

A

AH

c)e,= .+/l(.

Fig. 2. Idealized representation of SIN experiment.

Since their data shows no evidence for depolarization in the
energy degraders, they aver~,e data for three energies to give a
final 1% absolute calibration of their bean polar izatiorl. Boss
calibration with other labs (Fip. 1), howeverb is limited to about
~2$ by the uncertainty of the pp data near 17 labg).

A stiilar progrm of related double gcatteringlo~ ‘1 AS
underway at LAMPF. In Fig. 3, P is the bean polarization, AI the
analyzing power for forward ancle elastic Scattering frcm carbon
and AL for the inclusive C(p,z) reaction used in high efficiency
polmlmet,ers at LAWPF, lJ TRIIUNF, 13 and SIN*14 The three equations
(a,b,c) may be solved for the three unlmowns.

Idealized representation ofLAMPF experlrnent.

The selecticm of forward angle scattering from carbon for Ai
reduces the problan of the energy chanCe between the first and
seco~d scatterin~,. I-bwever, the LAMPF High Resolution Spectrometer
(HRS) mst be used to select elastically scattered protins before
the s.cond scatter AL so that AZ is identical in both sketches b
and c.

k further equat,lons can be added since the Wlfenstein
de~larization parmeter ~N = 1 for elastic 1/2 + O scattering (at
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the Al ve}”tex). lhese equations, (d for spin up and spin do~)
overdetermine the three mknowns.

lhe recent TRIUKF double-scattering experiment15 also tikes
advantage of a spin zero nucleus with DNN = 1. In their setup
(Fig. 4), the five measurements illustrated overdetermine the four
mknowns: P is bean polarization, AHe is analyzing power for p4He
elastic, A17 and Azq are for pp + pp at 17 and 24° lab (at
different energies).

!%P; < -wAh+4,
Al - Ail, Ail, A,,,

Fig. 4. Idealized representation of TRIW4F double scattering,

A further advantare in their choice of “He as an analyzer was
that the large value of AHe in some cases pave very large values of
the polarization P1 inciderot on t.h? Azq target:
P1 = (A+P)/(l+PA)=l-~b/?if A=l-6and P=l-c.

The actual analysis was considerably more cunp’,~cated than the
outline above, involvin~ corrections for instrunen~~l asynretries
and x’ mtiinization, Inel atic scattering at the All, vertex was a
complication that on careful exaninaticn was found to be snail.
The final results for A17 have uncertainties of abollt 1% and are
shown In Fig. 1.

I should einphasize that the descriptions above are idealized
as well as simplified. Experimental realities I.ncltie instrumental
Gsynmetries, finite ancular acceptance, and many ~orr=tions at the
few percent level Lhat, must be carefully exanined in each case if
good accur~cy is expected.

111, POLARIZED TARGFT CALIRRATIO14::

A second approach to absolute calibration is to use a
polarizeti tarl:et who ?C polarization is calibrated by NMR
techniques. bmparison of polarized bem and plarized target
experiments involves only translation of the frame of reference, so
the sa)c analyzinp, pwer is measured, provided that the same type
of particle is ~larized in each case. (Comparison of fip and nfi
invclves charge synmetry, for exanple.1
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Polarized targets generally use an optical punping technique
to enhance the nuclear @arization by transferring spin from the
el=trons to the nwlel. men the optical punping is switched off
the plarlzation relaxes to the thermal equilibrium (T.E.) value
which may be calculated Mm Boltzman statistics, P = tanh uB/kT.

~pically B and T are readily determined from the NMR
frequency and the cryogenic vapr pressure while p and k are well
known so theT.E. polarization is usually wll determined. The
major difficulty lies in the comparison of the enhanced and T.E.
polarizations vi. N!IRsignals With differ by a factor of several
hundred. Wile theT.E. signal is buried in noise, the enhanc~
signal is so large that it significantly perturbs the RF carrier
leading to saturation like effects.16

S2tne of the more obvlol~ pitfalls in polarized target
calibration ~e listed below. The target must have time to come to
thermal equilibrium (about 30 reins at lK, longer when colder).
Care r?ust be taken that the NI+RRF field does not significantly
depolarize the sanple. lhe average polarization in the regions
sanpled by the bean and by the NMR can be dif’:erent. This is
especially likely if beav rdiation~’ has affected part of the
target material. Hydrogen other than the special target material
must of course be exclu~ed.

9ackground subtraction is always a problem and can lead tc
systematic errors, especially since the widths of T.E. ant~
enhanced signals are usually slightly different. It Is usual tn
subtract background by changin~ the magnetic field, but 9haps
which change as a function of magnetic field have been seen, For
exanple, I have observed a mall “ghost” NMHsignal Nom frost on
the NMRcable (several cm Nom the target) that moved Irlto the N!?R
spectrun when the magnetic field was reauced, but no~ when the
field was increased.

*me of these systematic errors cancel b firs~ order if left
and right scattering is canbined with spin flip, At LAMPF,we have
used this method (flipping both bem md target spin while
scattering left and right) to obtain a 2% absolute calibration at
80C MeV’B in good agrement ulth the quench ratio calibrations
(Section IV).

At higher energies, polarized target calibrations are the only
absolute measurements. ‘he 4% measurements at the Argonne ZGSly-Z1
appear to be the best measurements in the 1 to 5 GeV ran~e. Lin et
al. ‘y write, “Using average values (Nom previous measurencnts), we
sometimes obtained pb lwger than 100%; we thus conclud~ that
there nre errors in some of the previous measursnents.”
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IV. POLARIZED SOURCE

Polarized ion sources can also be
scattering experiments. The beam from
consists of a plarized part together

CALIBRATIONS

calibrated independently of
a polarized source generally
with an unwanted un~larized

background. Measurement of the intensities of these tm parts can
give at least an upper limit to the bean ~larization.

lhere are tm reasons why this method can be used with more
confidence in a Lam&shift ion source with spin fi1ter. “Ihe
polarized part comes horn the al hyperfine state of the hydrogen
atom, which is 100% polarized. Furthermore, the spin filter is
tuned b a resonance that lets this single state through while all
others “quench” to unpolarized background. Detuning the spin
t’ilter (quenching) lets through only unpolarized background.

Chlsen22 has carefully exanind a nunber of mall (<1%)
corrections and concludti that the method can be used for absolute
calibrations of better than 1%. ‘This “quenckratio” method has
been C;”OSS checked against the method of Section V (A = 1 for ~“He
scattering) to *0.4%. Z3

At LAKPF, the method has been carefully exaninedl”’2u’25 and
cross calibrated with a polarized target l& and with TRIUMF datazb
t@ 227>. At present, the quenc~ratio calibration is the prime
standard to which all polarization experiments at LAMPF are
indirectly normalized.

The secondary standards of ~larization at LAMPF are the be:r!
line pclarimeters most of which26 have an analgzing power within a
few percent of the standard pp + pp at 17 lab. The bean line
po]arimeters are calibrated by the quench raticl ,md then us.&5 to
monitor the bean polarization in eac~ bean line throughout each
experiment.

As with the other methods of calibration, there are ptential
pitfalls in the quenchratio calibration. At LAMPF, we routinely
compare the results from tw different methods of quenching: The A!3
quench requires a few percent change in the spin filter magnetic
field; the AE quench requires a larEer change in the spin filter
electric field.

If the spin filter RF field is too weak then the uz hyperfine
state (op~sitely ~larized to the al state) will not be fully
quenched out. In this case, the AE and AR quenches give different
results. The AE and AB quenches also differ if the unpolarized
background is prturbed by the quenchi~g process, Normally, the
polarizations measured by the AZ and AB methods agree wlthln 0.5%.

Several small corrections ned to be considered. For exwnple,
3 snail (=0,3%) correction js applied for the slight residual
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polarization of the quenched bean. Spin direction is monitor~ by
measuring vertical and horizontal (y and x) ccxnponents in each of
tw bean line ~larimeters26 with 45°’ of precession between them.

‘l’hebean ~larization at LAMPF is at times up to 4% higher at
the center of the bean than at the fYinges, so the quench ratio is
measured at the plarimeter being calibrated. Three intensity
monitors give god agrement; namely, the suns of left plus right
and up plus down polarimeter counts , and an adjacent ion chamber.

No significant depolarization (0.1%) is expected at LAMPF.27
We have searched for evidence of depolarization in a variety of
waysi5 both in the ion source and the accelerator and conclude that
the empirical evidence indicates less than 1% depolarization.
Calibrations have been repeated many times over three years of
operation and are consistent to ~.5%. tinsequently, de quote an
error of +1%, -0.5% on the absolute calibrations by the quench
ratio. zs

v. THEORETICAL APPROACHES

In his talk on absolute calibrations at the 1975 conference,
Crueblerl discussed various theoretical (or phenomenolo ical)

5rn~thods of predicting analyzing powers. Plattner and Bather H for
exmlple showed that values of P = 1 could be predicted for spin
1/2 + O scattering. ‘l’his apprcach has also been generalized to
spin 1 + G scattering. 1,~~ AS has been mentioned, ~lsen et al.,
used this method with ~’We scatterin~, to cross-check with the
quench ratio calibration. zj Stephenson’” reports analyzing powers
near unity in d-56Ni scattering at Indiana, but these have not yet
been used for absoll~te calibration.

Keaton et al.31 point out that the value of P = 1 can be
independently confirmed by measuring the Mlfensteirl R and A
parameters, since the relationships PZ + Rz + AZ = 1 and P = 1
imply R = A = O. They use a graphical appro=h to predict several
cases of P = 1 for np scattering at intermediate energies. 3Z To my
knowled~e, these predictions have never ben used for absolute
calibrations. Indeed in the absence of n targets, these
predictions could only be used to check the calibration of a
polarized target set In a n bean.

Wberts and others” have considered the application of
SchwinF,er3q scatterinfl at hlflh energies, but again to my knowldge
no experiments have been performed.

VI. SECONDARY STANDARDS

A variety of’ reactions are used as secondary standards of
polariza~ion. ELastic pp scattering, near 17° lab was mentioned in
Section 1 and Fig. 1. At lower energies, the need tm extract the
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low energy recoil particle led TRIU?lF to use 24° lab as a
standard. b

Proton elastic scattering fhm heliun15~23 and carbon’ are
@f’ten selected both because of the advantages of a spin-zero
nucleus (D = 1 and large analyzing pcwrs near the cases where
A= 1) as w1l as the ease of distinguishing elastic Wan inelastic
scatter ing. Recent PC doublescattering data from 0saka7 have
improved the knowledge of the ZGS polarization via the 50 MeV
polar lmeter. 35

‘Ihe inclusive charged particle producing reaction C(
widely used in doublescattering polarimeters12 -lM,21, 36-JH,?4z)a;:

has been measured often and accurately enough (1.5%) LO give useful
comparisons between the different labs. Present agreement is
generally satisfactory. The snooth energy variation of this
analyzing power makes it also useful as a relative check on
anomalous data. This reaction, together with pp elastic at 17°
lab, will be measurN at LAMPF this sunmer in a series of
calibrations !Yom400 to 800 MeV.~9

Ihe anal zin power for fip + np Is the simplest standard for
neutron beam. {O,~$*tLA~pF thiswa~ measured for n~ using a
polarized targetqo and cr;ss calibrated with pp data2k~2 by
bombarding the sane polarized target with both neutrons and
protons.

Ki.1.

Fig. 5. Idealized representation of TRILh!Ftriple scattering.

At TRIUMF, the neutron bean calibration ‘z depends partly’ Onq:
cunparison betwen free fip and quasi-free ‘H(B,n) scattering.
This was cross checked against a true triple-scattering
experiment. “1 In Fig. 5, the polarized proton bean P prod~c~
polarized neutrons via 2H(~,fi). ‘Ibe spin was transferred to a
proton Irl the second scattering lH(fi,fi) and the proton spin
analyzed by scattering from carbon. The final asymmetry was given
bye= p ~L :l+A- Ihe difference between the spin transfer
parameters the free and quasi-free reactions was
calculated:hq KLL- Kc = 0.05.

\
KnowinE P and A from protcn

calibrations (see Sec .Ion II) allowed the neutron ~larization to
be calculated.
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VII. EP.RLIER DATA

Figure 1 emphasises the more recent data. lhe earlier data

(see Fig. 6 and Bystricky’s compilation ‘5) are generally about an
order of magnitude less precise.

Albrow et al.46 used an early ‘He cooled butanol target and
quoted the polarization as 0.35 * 0.02. lbth Cozzika et al. ‘7 and
Coignet et a?.. ‘b also quote a tiJZ UIJe.‘-=rtiinty for the ~larization

‘9 apparently normalize to aof their L.4N targets. Neal and Longo
1954 paper ‘U in which it is stated ~’from the (double scattering)
results we estimate that our bean ~larization is between 40 and 50
percent.” In all four of these cases, the normalization uncertainty
is not included in their table, nor in the ccxnpilation or Bystricky
et al.+5

Cheng5i ’4& derives his normalization fmm a carbon double
scattering experiment at 6° lab. His choice of a mall angle

avoids the difficulty of energy chanEc between first and second
scatters, but he had to take care matching the angular acceptance $
(~lG) and the mount Of Inelasticity (6% m~entun resolution) he
accepted in each scatter. I-ts appears to have consider~ t’hese
carefully and quotes a normalization error of “<3%” (which is
incl(lded in 13ystricky’s compilation45).
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flcNaniga15; renormalizes Cheng’s
give s pp analyzing power of 0.6 at 725
paperq3 (a year after Mc$lanigal’s)
result. @mparison with recent results

thesis results51 by 13% to
MeV, but in Cheng’s final
Cheng stands by his earlier
indicates that Cheng’s data

is correct. ~eng’s is the only early data included in Fig. 1.

VIII. CONCLUSION

I believe that I have outlined enoqgh ptential pitfalls to
shcw that no method of absolute calibration is guaranteed *ee of
error. As always, the best assurance is in the agrem.,]t between a
wide variety of different methds performed by different groups at
different labs. In this respect, Fig. 1 js encouragin~.

Figure 6 shows the experimental situation prior b 197745 with
the newer 1977 800 MeV point 2“ hidden somewhere in the center, The
contrast with Fig. 1 shows that great progress has been made in
the past few years. With new polarized tirgets at LAMPF, SIN, and
TRIUIF, the advent of SA’IURNE II, and planned polarized beans at
some of the higher energy accelerators, I believe w can look
forward to as much progress in the next few years.
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